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Congratulations SEC Champions!  What a treat it is to see the championship 
shared among such a close group of friends. As many seniors pointed out in their 
speeches, this group of teammates is special.  By so whole-heartedly focusing on 
being great teammates, you have created a team that is the leaders of one of 
Michigan’s toughest conferences, a team that is closing in on the first perfect 
reserve season, and a team that is predicted to be near the top of Michigan’s state 
championships. Regardless of the spot on the roster they occupy, this year’s runners 
have built upon the tradition that is Saline Cross Country and they have left it better 
for the next group. You have a lot to be proud of and your coaches and the Saline 
Cross Country Alumni are very proud of you. 

The weather created some very tough conditions for our runners, and you are 
welcome. Those conditions would make PR’s difficult to come by, but Jacobsen, 
Hunter, Moore, DanaM and Smith all found a way to drop more than ten seconds 
each. It was impressive that many of our A, B, and C+ group athletes were able to 
post PR’s or finish near their best times, which shows that they were ready to give 
their best. 

For many athletes, the reserve race was the last race of the season, and they 
went out in style! The first twelve finishers in the race were wearing the bright gold 
jersey.  

With Renberg and Bishop finishing 1-2 and all five Saline scorers finishing in the 
top nine, there would be no need to wait for team scores before the celebration 
could begin. All seven runners in the varsity race earned “All-Conference” honors, 
Praschan continued his move towards the front of our pack, and over the last 1000 
meters, Lamus seemed to finally provide an answer the questions surrounding our 
fifth man. 

The SEC title comes at the end of an emotional week of senior events and last 
meals, but the race also kicks-off the championship season. Over the next sixteen 
days, our top runners will continue the pursuit of post-season medals and trophies. I 
hope you’ll be there to cheer them on! 

Top Underclassmen in 
Today’s Races 
WillitsAAP10 16:27 
WetzelSAL09 16:28 
CodringtonAAP10 16:54 
StubbsCHEL10 17:17 
HallSAL09  17:27 
ParkinsonCHEL10 17:31 
BraunSAL10 17:38 
BartonAAH10 17:40 
JacobsenSAL10 17:41 
DewSAL10 17:41 
AbernethyCHEL10 17:41 
BradyMON10 17:51 
BenoreBED10 17:54 
LezenBED10 17:57 
ArrivoAAP09 17:58 
BlaidaBED10 18:00 
LuckhardtSAL10 18:10 
 

Varsity Points 

190 24% Seniors 

214 27% Juniors 

199 25% Sophomores 

184 23% Freshmen 

 

Coming Up… Uniforms for any athletes not competing at the Regionals should already be turned in!   

 
Next Saturday will be the Regional Meet.  Our boys will race at 1:45 and it would be great to have a big 
Saline crowd there.  The State Finals will take place the following Saturday at MIS Speedway.  Start 
organizing car pools! 
 

The Banquet will be on Sunday, November 13. All awards will be given out there. 

Accept the challenges so that you can feel the 

exhilaration of victory. . 

 -General Patton 

 

Varsity Point Leaders 
Renberg 60 
Wetzel  60 
Lamus  51 
Jennings 49 
Bishop  49 
Praschan 46 
Kitto  43 
ParkerJ  34 
Phelps  33 
Dow  32 
Crowley  31 
Hall  29 
Dew  26 
Henry  22 

Boxeth  21 

Varsity for Regionals: Varsity 
for Regionals will be announced 

Monday    

Saline CC by the numbers… 
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